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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we des ribe a system for performing browsing and retrieval on a olle tion of web images and asso iated
text on an HTML page. Browsing is ombined with retrieval to help a user lo ate interesting portions of the orpus,
without the need to formulate a query well mat hed to the orpus. Multi-modal information, in the form of text
surrounding an image and some simple image features, is used in this pro ess. Using the system, a user progressively
narrows a olle tion to a small number of elements of interest, similar to the S atter/Gather system developed for
text browsing. We have extended the S atter/Gather method to use multi-modal features. With the use of multiple
features, some olle tion elements may have unknown or unde ned values for some features; we present a method for
in orporating these elements into the result set. This method also provides a way to handle the ase when a sear h
is narrowed to a part of the spa e near a boundary between two lusters. A number of examples illustrating our
system are provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mu h of the resear h in information retrieval has fo used on retrieving text do uments based on their textual ontent
or on retrieving image do uments based on their visual features. Re ently, there has been some resear h on the use
multi-modal features for retrieval.
We are investigating an approa h to do ument browsing and retrieval in
whi h a user iteratively narrows their sear h using both the image and text asso iated with the image, and possibly
other types of information related to the do ument, su h as usage. We refer to disparate types of information su h
as text, image features and usage as modalities.
In this paper, we present a method of information a ess to a olle tion of web images and asso iated text on
an HTML page. Our method permits the use of multi-modal information, su h as text and image features, for
performing browsing and retrieval of images and their asso iated do uments or do ument regions. In our approa h,
we use text features derived from the text surrounding or asso iated with an image, whi h often provides an indi ation
of its ontent, together with image features. The novelty of our approa h lies in the way it makes text and image
features transparent to users, enabling them to su essively narrow down their sear h to the images of interest. This
is parti ularly useful when a user has diÆ ulty in formulating a query well mat hed to the orpus, espe ially when
working with an unfamiliar or heterogeneous orpus, su h as the web, where the vo abulary used in the orpus or
the image des riptors are unknown.
Our work an be thought of as an extension to image browsing. An ideal image browsing system would allow a
user to browse images that may or may not have des riptive annotative text and use both text or image features.
Users may wish to browse through image olle tions based either on their semanti ontent (\what does the image
show?") or their visual ontent (\what does the image look like?"). Image retrieval systems are often based on
manual keyword annotation or on mat hing of image features, sin e automati ally annotating images with semanti
information is urrently an impossible task. Even so, a manually labeled image olle tion annot in lude all the
possible semanti signi an es that an image might have.
Current image retrieval systems ommonly display a random sele tion of images (e.g., QBIC, Virage ) or allow
an initial text query as a starting point (e.g, QBIC, Smith and Chang ). In the latter ase, a set of images with
that asso iated text is returned. The user sele ts the image most similar to what they are looking for, a sear h using
the sele ted image as the query is performed and the most similar images are displayed. This pro ess is repeated as
the user nds images loser to what is desired. In some systems, the user an dire tly spe ify image features su h as
olor distribution and an also spe ify weights on di erent features, su h as olor histograms, texture, and shape. In
web pages, text su h as URLs may also provide lues to the ontent of the image. Current image retrieval te hnology
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also allows the use of URL, alt tags, and hyperlink text to index images on the web (e.g., Dunlop ; Smith ). One
approa h also attempts to determine for ea h word surrounding an image aption whether it is likely to be a aption
word and then mat h aption words to \visual fo i" or regions of images (su h as the foreground). The Webseek
image sear h engine and MARS-2 allow for relevan e feedba k on images by marking them as positive or negative
exemplars.
Using multi-modal features, our system permits qui k initial fo using of the set of elements of interest, and then
organization and expansion to in lude similar elements, some of whi h may have in omplete feature sets or o ur
in another luster. One diÆ ulty in the use of multiple features in sear h and browsing is ombining information
from the di erent features. This is ommonly handled in image retrieval tasks by having weights asso iated with
ea h feature that an be set by the user. In ontrast to urrent image sear h systems, in our method of browsing
and retrieval, a user employs di erent multi-modal features to progressively narrow a olle tion to a small subset of
images of interest, with asso iated text, without weighting the di erent features. Ea h feature is used one at a time
to either re ne or enlarge the set of images. The image features are used independently of text features to reate
multiple lusterings in the di erent modalities that the user an navigate, using text (e.g., se tion headings, body
text, abstra t, title, \alt" tags in image an hors) and image features to re ne the images in the olle tion.
Although the use of lustering in image retrieval is not new, it has usually been used for pre{pro essing, either to
aid a human during the database population stage, or to luster the images oine so that distan e sear hes during
queries are performed within lusters. In our work, we use iterative lustering and sele tion of luster subsets to
help a user identify images of interest. Clustering is used for intera tive sear hing and presentation, and relevan e
feedba k is impli it in the user's hoi e of lusters. Be ause the user is dealing with lusters, not individual images,
the feedba k step is also easier to perform. Our work is most similar to S atter/Gather whi h was developed by
Cutting et al. for text browsing. S atter/Gather iteratively re nes a sear h by \s attering" a olle tion into a small
number of lusters, and then a user \gathers" lusters of interest for \s attering" again. We have extended the
S atter/Gather paradigm to multiple modalities and have added an \expand" fun tion so that elements from outside
the working set an be in orporated into the working set.
In pra ti e, an initial text query is used to nd andidate images of interest. Some of the returned lusters
ontaining images of interest are then identi ed by the user for further onsideration. By expanding based on
similarity of one image feature, the system then nds and presents image lusters that are similar to those represented
by the initially sele ted lusters, but without asso iated text or with text not similar enough to the user-spe i ed
query. Thus the expand fun tion permits relevant images that are absent in the original set as a result of the text
query to be identi ed and in luded. The expand fun tion an also identify for onsideration elements that are near
the feature spa e of interest, but that are | due to the partitioning at an earlier step | in another luster.
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2. CLUSTERING AND GATHERING SUBCOLLECTIONS

A prepro essing step is used to pre ompute information needed during browsing and to provide the initial organization
of the data. A set of features, possibly from di erent modalities, is pre omputed for ea h do ument image and stored
as ve tors. The text features in lude the words of text surrounding and asso iated with ea h image, the URL of the
image, alt tags, and hyperlink text. The image features in lude a olor histogram and a measure of olor omplexity.
The do uments are initially lustered into groups based on the text features.
To sear h for images, a user begins by entering a text query. A hypotheti al session is illustrated in Fig. 1 where:
a node represents the data in a luster; the solid arrows represent the s attering or gathering of data in a node;
and the dashed lines represent movement of a subset of data in a node to another node, as in the expand fun tion.
The pre omputed text lusters are ranked by similarity to the query terms using the osine distan e and the highest
ranking lusters are displayed by representative text (see Fig. 1a). The user then sele ts the lusters that are most
similar to their interest. This may in lude all or a subset of lusters (see Fig. 1b). One of two operations is then
performed: 1) The elements in the sele ted lusters are re lustered based on a sele ted feature (see Fig. 1 ) or 2) The
sele ted lusters are expanded to new similar (dashed lines in Fig. 1d) lusters based on a sele ted feature. The new
lusters are displayed as representative text or images, depending on whether the sele ted feature is derived from
text or image data. The sele ted feature may be any of the pre omputed features. By re lustering, the user an
re ne the set of images. By expanding, images similar in the spe i ed feature, possibly with missing values in other
features, an be brought into the set of images for onsideration.
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(a) text scatter

(b) gather

(c) color histogram scatter

(d) gather and
color complexity expand

Figure 1.

Hypotheti al session of s attering and gathering olle tion elements in di erent modalities.

Clustering is performed using a standard k-means lustering algorithm with a preset number of lusters. In the
prepro essing step, the number of lusters is larger than the number of lusters presented to the user. This is be ause
only a subset of lusters will be presented in response to the initial text string query. In our ase with an initial text
query, we luster to 20 lusters and return the 5 most similar lusters. The lusters sele ted by the user for gathering
are then re lustered, where the number of lusters is equal to the number of lusters to be displayed, again 5 in our
ase. Ea h subsequent gather and s atter operation results in 5 lusters. As ea h operation is performed, luster
results are stored. This permits ba king up and is also needed by the expand operation.
3. EXPANDING SUBCOLLECTIONS

The expand fun tion addresses a problem with progressively narrowing a sear h based on di erent features: images
with missing values will be eliminated from onsideration. For example, some do uments ontain images with no
asso iated text, or text unrelated to the ontents of the image. In other ases, the text surrounding the image has
no relevan e to the semanti ontent of the image. Another problem with progressively narrowing a sear h is that
the sear h may be narrowed to a part of the spa e near a boundary between two lusters.
The expand operation adds images or lusters to the urrent set, based on similarity in one feature dimension.
Be ause only one feature is examined at a time, the distan e metri an be di erent for ea h feature. For example,
we use the osine distan e for text similarity and the normalized histogram interse tion as an indi ation of histogram
similarity. The expand operation is performed in one of two ways. The rst method insures that the elements of the
urrent lusters remain and the set size is in reased by adding to the urrent working set some elements that are
lose to the working set based on the sele ted feature. The mean of the sele ted feature for the urrent working set
is omputed, and then those elements, represented as ve tors, in the entire database that are losest to this mean
are added. This is most appropriate for text features. A se ond method is to add elements that are lose to ea h
displayed representative in the working set. This is more appli able to the image features, in whi h the lusters are
represented by sele ted images instead of a ompilation of the elements used to represent text. However, if the text
is represented by sele ted do uments, this method of expansion would also be appropriate.
Referring to the example in Fig. 1, expansion is performed by identifying the most similar lusters based on
the olor omplexity feature. In this way, images with no relevant text are identi ed if they are similar, in this
ase based on the omplexity feature, to images with relevant asso iated text. For example, the terms in some
URLs are not informative (e.g. the terms in the URL http://par web/proje t/anyproje t/pi s/ g1.tif are: par web,
3

proje t, anyproje t, pi s, g1 and tif). By rst identifying images that are asso iated with terms of interest and then
expanding to images similar in another feature, su h as the olor omplexity feature, a larger number of images an
be identi ed without starting the sear h over or requiring the use of weights.
4. FEATURES AND DISTANCE METRICS

The system urrently uses three simple features. Two of the features are image-based; the third is text-based.
We hose these features be ause we wanted simple, understandable features that would illustrate our method for
ombining image and text modalities in information a ess. Be ause ea h feature is used separately, the most suitable
distan e metri an be applied to ea h feature. In the future, we would like to enlarge the set of features to in lude
features that other resear hers have found most useful, su h as the use of lo al olor histograms for di erent image
regions, segmentation and texture features.
4.1. Text Feature

The text feature is a term ve tor, where the elements of the ve tor represent terms used to represent \do uments"
and the terms are derived from text surrounding an image, image URL, and page URL. Currently, we limit the s ope
of the surrounding text to 800 hara ters pre eeding or following the image lo ation. If a horizontal rule, heading or
another image o urs prior to the limit being rea hed, the s ope ends at the rule, heading or image. A stop-list is
used to prevent indexing of ommon terms with little ontent, su h as prepositions and onjun tions. Currently, the
terms from the di erent sour es are ombined into one term ve tor. An alternative would have been to separate the
terms from the di erent text sour es. A single term ve tor was used in part be ause the amount of text asso iated
with an image is fairly small, in omparison to the amount of text in normal do uments. The ve tor similarity is
omputed using the osine distan e:
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where t and t represent the term ve tors from the two do uments for whi h the similarity is to be omputed.
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4.2. Color Histogram Feature

A single olor histogram is used as the olor feature. The feature spa e is onverted to HSV, and two bits are assigned
to ea h dimension. The histogram is normalized so the bin values sum to one for ea h image. The distan e between
histograms is omputed similarly to the interse tion measure by Swain and Ballard, but with normalization by
the largest bin value:
min(h (i); h (i))
i
1:0
;
max(h (i); h (i))
i
where h and h represent the normalized olor histograms for the two images. Thus the distan e is symmetri with
respe t to the two images. A symmetri distan e is needed in our framework be ause we are omputing distan es
between an image and another image or entroid for lustering purposes, rather than retrieval purposes.
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4.3. Complexity Feature

The omplexity feature attempts to apture a oarse semanti distin tion that humans might make between images:
that between simple logos and artoons at the one extreme, whi h are omposed of a relatively small number of olors
with regions of high olor homogeneity, and outdoor photographs on the other, whi h are omposed of a relatively
large number of olors with ne shading. The feature is derived from the run-length of the olors. In parti ular,
run-lengths of the \same" olor are identi ed in the x and y dire tions. A histogram is omputed for ea h dire tion,
where the bins represent the per entage of the image width or image height a run spans in the x or y dire tion,
respe tively. The ount in ea h bin is the number of pixels in the image belonging to that parti ular run-length.
Another way to interpret this is that the value added to a bin for ea h run is weighted by the length of the run,
giving greater weight to longer runs. The total number of elements in a histogram is the number of pixels in the
image. With the distan e metri used, there is no need to normalize the sum of the bins.
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where the similarity is omputed using the osine distan e, x and x represent the x-run-length histograms, and y
and y represent the y-run-length histograms for the two images.
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5. REPRESENTING CLUSTERS

When using a lustering s heme su h as S atter/Gather, it is ne essary to display or represent the lusters to the
human user during a browsing session. A text luster an be represented in a number of ways, the most ommon
being the sele tion of a set of words that are in some way most representative of the luster, and displaying them.
In our work, lusters based on text features are represented by high frequen y ontent words. When image lusters
need to be so represented, it is less meaningful to hoose image features that are ommon to the luster members
and display them, sin e these will not, in general, have semanti meaning to the user. Some systems display a
olle tion of images in a two dimensional spa e using multi-dimensional s aling (e.g., Rubner et al., Marks et al. ).
To display the lusters more qui kly, we sele t a small number of representatives from ea h luster and display only
those representatives. The representatives are omprised of: 1) the three images losest to the entroid of the luster
and 2) three images representative of subregions of the luster. The three subregion representatives are omputed by
removing the three most entral images, omputing three sub lusters, and using the image losest to the entroid of
ea h sub luster. This representation provides a sense of the luster entroid and the range of images in the luster.
The representative images ould also have been pla ed on a 2-D display using multi-dimensional s aling, but for
the examples in this paper, we display the representatives in a row of three \ entroid" images or three \sub luster"
images (e.g., see Fig. 4). This permits very similar images, su h as thumbnails and multiple opies of originals, to
be more readily identi ed.
9
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6. EXAMPLES

In our urrent work, we have used a olle tion of web do uments ontaining 2310 images as our orpus. Web
do uments ontain many of the same types of "meta-information" that an be found in s anned images of do uments
and an be used to infer the ontent of a do ument or the omponents in a do ument. By working with web
do uments, the issues involved with identifying omponents and layout in an image are minimized, while permitting
development of te hniques for using meta-data in the retrieval pro ess. In the future, we would like to extend this
work to olle tions of s anned do uments.
To prevent the orpus from being dominated by \uninteresting" images su h as logos and i ons that are so
ubiquitous on the Web, we applied some simple, and somewhat arbitrary, riteria that images must satisfy to be
in luded in the orpus. (Note that it was not ne essary, nor a goal of this work, to in lude all images of any parti ular
lass, only to assemble an interesting orpus from what's available on the Web, so we intentionally set a high reje t
threshold.) An image was required to have height and width of at least 50 pixels, and to ontain at least 10,000 total
pixels. An image was also required to pass some olor- ontent-based tests: that no more than 90% of the image be
omposed of as few as 8 olors, no more than 95% of the image be omposed of as few as 16 olors, and that the
RGB olorspa e ovarian e matrix of the image's pixels be non-singular. Qualitatively, these riteria ensure that the
images are not simple line drawings, and ontain enough variety of olor ontent to be well-di erentiable by the olor
features des ribed above. We did not s reen for multiple versions of the \same" image, so the orpus does ontain
identi al images, as well as an image and a thumbnail of the image.
We present three sample sessions illustrating the use of \s attering" and \gathering" in di erent modalities. The
rst example illustrates the use of the text feature to rst narrow the olle tion and then use of an image feature
to organize the results. The user starts by typing in the text query \an ient athedral". A snapshot of the s reen
displaying ve returned text lusters is shown in the left half of Fig. 2. These lusters are the lusters losest to
the query terms. The most frequent ontent terms in ea h luster are displayed to represent ea h luster. The user
an s roll ea h text window to view additional representative terms for a text luster. The user de ides to s atter
the rst text luster ontaining the terms \an ient" and \ athedral" again based on text. A snapshot of the s reen
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Figure 2.

Text lusters returned in response to the query \an ient athedral".

Figure 3.

Text lusters returned after s attering Text luster 1 in Fig. 2

6

Figure 4.

Image lusters returned after lustering based on the omplexity feature.

Figure 5.

Text lusters returned in response to the query \paper money".

7

Figure 6.

Image lusters returned after lustering Text luster 1 in Fig. 5 based on the omplexity feature.

displaying the ve resulting text lusters is shown on the left half of Fig. 3. The user sele ts the three lusters that
ontain the terms \an ient," \ athedral" and \ hur h" to gather and sele ts omplexity as the feature for s attering.
A snapshot of the s reen after lustering based on the image omplexity is shown in Fig. 4. The representative
images losest to the entroid are displayed. By li king on the arrows next to ea h image luster, the user an
move between the entroid and sub luster representative views. Image lusters 1, 2 and 4 ontain images primarily
of \an ient" buildings and monuments, in luding old hur hes and athedrals. Image luster 3 ontains a logo and
Image luster 5 appears to ontain mis ellaneous items.
In the se ond example, our hypotheti al user is trying to nd a number of images of paper money in our orpus.
An initial query of \paper money" is given and the text lusters are shown in Fig. 5. The rst text luster ontains
the word \money" as well as the word \note". This luster looks promising so the user sele ts it. Text luster 2
ontains the word \paper", but the surrounding words do not indi ate that the desired sense of the word paper is
being used, so this luster is not sele ted. Sin e money is printed in many olors, the olor omplexity measure
is more appropriate to use initially as an image feature. Text luster 1 is s attered based on the olor omplexity
feature and the lusters are shown in Fig. 6. Image lusters 3 and 5 ontain images of paper money, so they are
gathered and then s attered based on the olor histogram feature this time. The resulting image lusters are shown
in Fig. 7. Image luster 2 ontains 14 images, and the entral representatives are all images of paper money. This
luster is s attered again based on the histogram feature and we note that it ontains many images of paper money,
as shown in Fig. 8. Some of the images appear to be dupli ates, but in this ase they are a tually a thumbnail and
the full-size image. Examination of the sub- luster representatives reveals some images in the sub lusters that do
not ontain money, but whi h have similar olors to the money images.
This example illustrates the use of di erent features in serial ombination to sele tively narrow the set of images
to a set of interest. S attering is used to help organize a larger olle tion into smaller subsets. Gathering permits
di erent olle tions to be ombined and reorganized together.
In the nal example, the user is sear hing for pyramids and types in the query \pyramid egypt". The returned
text lusters are shown in Fig. 9. The user sele ts the rst text luster to be s attered based on the omplexity
feature, and representative images from the resulting image lusters are shown in Fig. 10. The user notes that there
are outdoor s enes with stone in image lusters 2 and 4 and sele ts those for further lustering based on the olor
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Figure 7.

feature.

Figure 8.

Image lusters returned after lustering Image lusters 3 and 5 in Fig. 6 based on the olor histogram

Image lusters returned after lustering Image luster 2 in Fig. 7 based on the olor histogram feature.
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Figure 9.

Figure 10.

Text lusters returned in response to the query \pyramid egypt".

Image lusters returned after lustering based on the omplexity feature.
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Figure 11.

Image lusters returned after lustering based on the olor histogram feature.

Text lusters returned after expanding the set of images in Fig. 11 and lustering the result based on
the olor histogram feature.

Figure 12.
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histogram feature. The resulting image lusters are shown in Fig. 11. Image luster 1 ontains four images, and the
rst image is of pyramids.
When Image luster 1 is expanded to in lude similar images based on the olor histogram feature, another image
of a pyramid is identi ed, as shown in Fig. 12. This image o urs on a web page without any text and with a
non-informative URL, and so it was retrieved on the basis of the olor histogram feature.
In this example, the text query was used to redu e the size of the image olle tion, and the redu ed olle tion
was organized for presentation based on the image omplexity feature. Additional images were obtained that were
similar in the olor histogram feature dimension.
In these examples, features in di erent modalities are used serially to help a user browse a set of images with
asso iated text, using te hniques of \s attering" and \gathering" subsets of elements in the orpus. A session begins
with a text query to start with a more fo ussed initial set than the entire orpus. Clusters whi h are observed to
ontain one or more interesting elements an then be s attered to examine their ontent.
7. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

We have developed a system for browsing a olle tion utilizing multiple modalities. Through an iterative pro ess
of \gathering" lusters and \s attering" the elements to examine the lusters, a user an nd groups of images of
interest. The expand fun tion permits identi ation of elements in a olle tion that may be missing a value in one
or more dimensions but are similar to other elements in some dimension.
In the future, we plan to enlarge the number of features and to investigate the utility of using the text features
separately. The text feature an be enlarged by reating separate feature ve tors for ea h term sour e (e.g., image
URL, surrounding text, page URL), as des ribed in the features se tion. An additional dire tion is to determine
good methods for sele ting subsets of features to ombine at ea h step.
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